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1. Physical examination of the integumentary system can determine the following 
EXCEPT:

     	--->> Weight

     	      Contour

     	      hygiene related factors

     	      color

2. The following are types of palpation EXCEPT:

     	      Light

     	      Deep

     	      All of the options

     	--->> None of the options

3. The human hair color is determined by the amount of _____________

     	      race

     	      age

     	--->> melanin

     	      sex

4. Assessing the sexual-Reproductive functional pattern assists the nurse to 
_______________

     	      Determine whether the client perceives a problem in area of sexuality

     	      Note the impact of the clientÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s present condition or treatment on 
personal sexuality

     	      Describe family, social, and work relationships

     	--->> Option A and B

5. The following factors influence skin color EXCEPT:
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     	--->> Age and height

     	      oxygen content of the blood

     	      level of exposure to the sun

     	      amount of melanin and carotene pigments

6. The nails should lie flat or form a _________ curve on the nail bed

     	      Concave

     	--->> convex

     	      conical

     	      cylindrical

7. The bell of the stethoscope is more sensitive to ______ pitched sounds

     	--->> Low

     	      Medium

     	      High

     	      All of the options

8. During documentation of data, which of the action by a nurse is incorrect ________

     	      Documents accurate, confidential, appropriate, and complete data

     	      use quotation marks and quote a client exactly for subjective data

     	--->> Use self-determined abbreviations, symbols, and terminology

     	      use of accurate measurement and location of symptoms and physical findings

9. In performing physical examination on an 85 years old man, the nurse should 
_______________

     	      Ask him to hop on one foot or perform deep knee bends

     	--->> Use gentle movements and reinforcement techniques

     	      Use deep palpation for him liver

     	      All of the options
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10. Vibrations on the body are better felt with the __________________

     	--->> Palmar surface

     	      Back of the hand

     	      Tips of the fingers

     	      Back of the finger
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